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Abstract

This paper represents a backdrop from which to consider the development of
a planning and budgeting model for local education agencies. The first part
of the presentation describes the demands and external pressures which impact
resource allocation decisions in school districts, The ability of local school
officials to link the cost consequences and implications of these policy and
environmental pressures provide the rationale for designing the Local Planning
and Budgeting Model (LPBM). The second part examines in detail the strengths,
weaknesses and performance of two well-known, previous budget reforms, Pluming,
Programming and Budgeting System (JPBS) and Zero -Based Budgeting (IBS); kind
summarizes the lessons to be learned from these prior attempts to rationalize
educational budgeting processes. The paper ends with a skeletal overview of
the Local Planning and Budgeting Model's conceptual framework and the implica-
tions ,con part two for the development of a strategy for implementing the
LPBM in local school districts.
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INTRODUCTION

There have been numerous attempts tc, develop new budgeting and

planning procedures in public enterprises including education. Each of

these attempts has had elements of succors* as well as failure. The

purpose of the present paper is to examine the successes and failures of

previons rational budgeting approaches such as Program Planning end

Budgeting Systems (PPBS) and Zero Based Budgeting (ZBB) to Implore how

these models have been applied to the educational enterprise, and to

outline an alternative approach to planning and budgeting that is

informed by these lessons of the past. This kind of examination will

provide a foundation from which to consider how new and alternative

approaches sight be designed to take advantage of the successes while

avoiding the failures.

There are three ma3or components to this paper. The first describes

the rationale for the design of a local planning and budgeting model and

briefly discusses the orientation and scope of the research protect.

The second employs a case-study format to examine two well-known

predecessors to thd proposed model, Program Planning and Budgeting

Systems CPPBS) and Zero Based Budgeting (EBB), and concludes with the

lessons to be learned from these prior attempts to rationalize

educational budgeting processes. The third section is devoted to

outlining an alternative approach to the development and implementation

of what we shall subsequently refer to as the Local Planning and

Budgeting Nodal for LPN!).



I. A RATIONALE FOR THE DESIGN OF A LOCAL PLANNING AND BUDGETING NODE

A. Destscend

Legislatively mandated services, tax and expenditure limitations,

collective bargaining agreements, inflationary trends, eLd enrollment

decline all have serious implications for decisions regarding the

allocation of school district budgets among educational programs, types

of children and different resources. The Education for All Handicapped

Children' Act of 1975 CPL 94-142) and similar state legislation have

placed increased domande on local school districts for service provision

without providing the funding necessary to carry out the mandate. Such

service mandates have serious implications for the ability of the local

educational agency to maintain programs for other student populations.

Thus, districts have to seek ways to use existing funds more

effectively. Similarly, the general trend toward tighter fiscal

circumstances offers significant challenges to local district decision
eskers attempting to maintain the integrity of existing educational

programs.

Districts in many parts of the country are facing 4111 ,:ant

enrollment changes along with substantial shifts in the compok,ition of

pupils according to educational need. In sany urban districts the

decline in population has been accompanied by increasing proportions of

special need and hence high cost pupils (e.g., educationally

disadvantaged or handicapped students). Those declines may ultimately

lead to consideration of school closings. Decisions regarding school

closings involve assessment of what appropriate school sizes should be,

what the costa of alternative configurations of schools sight be, and

what the prospects for further change in enrollment are. The

assessments of appropriate school size must of necessity be linked to

curriculum policies and educational goals since school size ultimately

affects the composition and diversity of curriculum offerings and has

potential effects on student participation in school activities, student

attitudes and even perhaps achievosont. Moreover, in school districts
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suffering declining enrollment, policies of dismissing the teachers wi

least seniority first, result in an increase in the average age, and

hence coat of the teaching force. Declining enrollments are also

generally accompanied by at least some decline in the level of state

support provided to the local district,

Inflationary pressures in combination with he growth of formal

collective bargaining for teachers and other school employees have

created additional sources of upward pressure on the coats of school

district operation. Most states nave legalized collective negoCitions

for public school teachers, and the ma3ority of students in the O.S.

attend school district* where teachers and other school employees are

covered by formal bargaining agreements. Collective negotiations have

potential cost consequences through direct effects on employee salary

schedules and fringe benefit*. Moreover, they have both direct and

indirect effects on the flows of educational services through policies

related to class sizes, teacher assignment, employee retention, and the

constraints imposed on allocative decisions via the increased resource

costs.

While facing these many challenge*, local acnool districts are

being confronted by a decline in public confidence, new demands for

efficiency and accountability, increased interest in public support for

private schools, and increasing coapatition from private schools that in

some areas are attracting pupils away from beleaguered public school

systems. Such demands create increased pressures for introducing new

and sore attractive educational programs, for bolstering the quality of

existing progress, end generally for trying to determine alternative

approaches to using funds more effectively. All of these problems

and issues have significant implicationa for local decision making

related to the allocation and utilization of school resources: that is,

curriculum policy, program priorities and offerings, patterns of

personnel assignment, and the need for and utilization of school

3



h. I

facilities. All involve coat consequences which affect the abil!t1

local school districts to provide specific services.

Unfortunately, existing accounting conventions do not always

provide information appropriate to assessing the cost consequences and

service implications of policy and environmental changes. Historically,

there has been little effort to link budgetary and fiscal decision

making procea,ses to decision caking regarding educational programs and

curriculum policy. School accounting and budgeting is generally

organized by line-ites categories related to administrative function

rather than according to categories relevant for decision making te.g.,

by substantive instructional program categories). Resources (e.g.,

teachers, administrators fie expenditures on supplies and materials) are

rarely linked to the programs in which they are utilized. Accounting

procedures do not ..Irovide accurate cost estimates: depreciation coats

are rarely explicitly treated; certain categories of school based

personnel such as principals, clericals, and consultants are allocated

to instructional rather than administrative accounts; and, teacher

fringe benefits are included under separate accounts referred to as

"fixed charge." along with insurance coats.

There has been little systematic attempt to attach coats to

instructional programa or to determine the needs for administrative and

support services generated by the existence of these programs. In order

to appropriately cost out the introduction of new programs, it is

important to deal explicitly with the cost of the progras unit (e.g.,

the classroom) Itself as well as to understand the patterns of

administrative and support services required to service such programs.

Present accounting frameworks do not consider costs by program but

rather according to overall resource categories with little reference to

program other than in the most general fashion (e.g., elementary or

special education). Moreover, there is no formal structure that links

administrative services to particular programs or collections of

4
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progress. This prevents decision makers from understanding the full

cost end service implications related to the introduction, or for that

matter elimination, of instructional programs.

School districts facing these decisions are going to require

increasingly more sophisticated and compreLensive planning tools to

assist them !is determining the coat consequences and implications for

service delivery of policy and environmental changes. What is necessary

is a highly structured, though flexible, planning nodal that will

enhance the ability of local decision eskers to observe the linkages

between educational outcomes, program offerings, curriculus policy, the

patterns of resource allocation, and the costs of services.

The model needs to be based on the programs end services provided

directly to the children being served with systematic linkages to the

administrative and support requiresents of theme progress and services.

In order to make infcraid judgements about budgets, local administrators

must first know what the alternative investments strategies look like in

terms of the ingredients and their costs. Only than can they begin to

identify input/output relationships for the purpose of assessing the

effectiveness of the alternative strategies. It is desirable to link

budgetary decisicra.to program and curriculum policy decisions. The

importance of this kind of planning model is that it has the potential

for improving economic decisions as well as political judgements by

setting out very systematically the coat consequences and service

implications of various educational investment strategies,. The cost and

service trade-offs becose immediately apparent to decision eskers.

Moreover, it would enable districts to develop systematic long term

plan* for services, to project their future resource requirements, and

to link these plans and projections to substantive decisions related to

educational progress and curriculus.

5
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B. RE212St.2§32SLilte

This paper is designed to serve as a background piece for the

inttiati,a of a research protect directed toward the development of

local planning and budgeting models for educational agencies. The

specific purposes of the research pro3act are as follows:

(1) to assess the deciaion making needs of Local public school

districts;

(2) to develop a model of the decision Raking process;

(3) to ascertain the types of information end calculations

required to address local needs;

(4) to develop a simulation model consistent and compatible with

the decision making model; and

(5) to determine how beat to implement such an overall planning

model for local school districts.

That focus of the project will be to develop a structure for

organizing information on certain allocative decisions made by local

school districts and to design a decision making promise compatible with

that structure. The information structure will be designed to provide a

linkage between budgetary and fiscal decisions on the one hand and

educational program and curriculum policies on the other. One of the

outcomes of this project will be a simulation model of budget allocation

for local public school districts. The model will be designed to assist

local school decision makers in pro3ecting the cost and service

implications of particular policy and environmental changes. The model

will permit cost projections for alternative policies end will be

decision oriented. Our ultimate purpose will be to select particular

decision oriented problems, break them down into feasible alternative

strategies, stipulate the types of resources that would be required or

that could be relinquished to implement each alternative, and sAimate
the cost and service implications of each alternative by appropriately

attaching costs to each of the resources.

6



Figure 1 is a diagram of the kind of model we will be trying

forsalize as part of this pro:ect. The decision *eking processes yield

policies on programs and curriculum and on the assignment end

utilization of personnel and non- personnel resources. Legislative or

administrative mandates represent an external force effecting both

progress and resource utilization. The resource utilization policies

translate into resource coats and these costa combine with program and

curricular policies in the planning model. District enrollment

patterns (total end composition) ere deterained exogenously to the

,.del end become input into the planning model. Outcasts of the model

include programmatic offerings, configurations of facilities, resource

needs, and budget..

This proJect will go beyond simply the development of a simulation

modal. It will also be directed toward the development of a decision

making process which is compatible with the informational structure

underlying the simulation model. In order for the simulation model to

be decision oriented, it is necessary that it be integrated with a

specific decision making process. It is anticipated that this decision

making process will be specified as a series of cosaittees each with

designated responsibilities in making Judgements about curriculua

policy, program and service delivery, and budget allocation. One of the

ob,sctivos in the design of the models will be to develop explicit

linkages between budgetary decisions and curriculum or program policies.

7
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The decision making and simulation models developed as part of this

protect will be designed to address a wide range of substantive policy

issues confronted by local district officials. The modals will be

assigned to *saint districts in planning by protecting resource

requirements both currently and in the future. The models will allow

decision 'Rakers to trace the effects of changes in total enrollments,

enrollment cospocition with respect to educational needs, school size,

legislative or administrative sandates for services, and state and

federal budget cutbacks on total and per pupil program costs, total

and per pupil resource (input) requirements, and the composition of

program and curricular offerings. Furthermore, the model will provide a

decision making process by which local school officials can mamma
their budget allocation decisions in relation to these change* in

economic and demographic variables, will hopefully provide a basis for

assessing the effects of such changes on programs and program "quality."

It is intended that the processes by which resource allocation and

curricular policy decisions are made will facilitate and stimulate

(although not require) the desire and need for program evaluation in

relation to physical and dollar resources.

We believe that the orientation described above and the

methodology, which will be introduced in a later section of this paper,

represent a unique approach to educational resource allocation. The

full extent of this approach would not have been possible prior to the

computer era. However, this is not the first attempt to introduce

reform to educational budgeting through the introduction of rational

processes. Thus, prior to embarking on the type of pro3eCt described

abcve, we turn to prior atteapts to introduce rationality into

educational budgeting processes in an attempt to inform the development

and implementation of a Local Planning and Budgeting Nodal (LPBN).

9



II. PRIOR RATIONAL BUDGETARY REFORM MODELS

A. Introduction

Allen Schick has identified three successive stages of budget

reform. (Schick 1967, 30). The first, dating roughly from 1920-1935,

emphasized the development of an adequate system of expenditure

control. To improve efficiency and provide a way of handling

expenditures in federal agencies, the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921

was passed. While planning and management concerns were not ignored,

the highest priority of this are wee the development of "a reliable

system of expenditure accounts" (Schick, 1966). The result was an

instrument which specified the ob3ects for which expenditures are made.

This is typically referred to as a "line item" budget.

The second stage was associated with the New Deal of the 1930s.

With the broadening of government responsibilities came a shift from

the control orientation to one of management orientation. With controls

in place, budgeting was freed from "some of its watchdog chores." The

expansion of objects that were itemized created the need for central

management of the "incohesive sprawl of administrative agencies." The

budget became e means for appraisal and improvement of administrative

performance and techniques of work measurement were developed. In

keeping with this reform movement, the Hoover Commissior. in 1949,

recommended a reclassification of the federal budget. Emphasis was

placed on the functions or activities supported by an expenditure as

the basis for the budget. The Commission labeled this reform,

"performance budgeting," to reflect its management orientation.

The third phase of budget reform, according to Schick, was the

emergence of the Planning and Programming Budget System (PPBS). Writing

early in the development stages of PPBS, he saw the ful7. emergence of

this phase in place only after the institutionalization of PPBS. With

a healthy, growing economy in the 1960s, many management proWtems

10
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focused on the choice of potential new progress. Thus, planning

an isportant function for allocating abundant resources. PPBS, with its

need for additional staff, employment of sore technical analysis of

cost benefits and expanded conceptualization of the buriget graces's,

reflects the political end economic well belting of the country.

Although Schick's analysis ends with the third phase, reform

continued. Increased demands for accountability in the late 1960a and

early 1970a led to the developaent of such manageaent systems as

Program Evaluation Review Technique (PERT), Management by Ob3ectives
(1180), Social Indicators (SI) and Management Information System (MIS).

More recently, the declining economy coupled with increasing

competition for scarce resources spawned the popularity of the Zero

Base Budgeting concept (MB).

With each of those reforms or managerial innovations, the potential

benefits were exaggerated and implementation offered as a panacea for

many institutional or program-centered problems (Haeder,405). This

often lead to disillusionment when drastic change or immediate

improvements were not seen. In addition, over fifty years of budgeting

tradition has set routines and habits which are difficult for potential
reform measures to overcome. This resistance is set in what Schick
refers to as a "Budgetocracy" (Schick 1971, 193).

The inability to overcome this resistance has led to the downfall

of many of the innovations mentioned above. It is difficult to posit

complete failure or success of any of these innovations. Those

implemented at the Federal level, such as PPBS and 28B, attract sore

attention and when phased out there is a temptation to label the

atteapt a failure. Yet the residue left by each may be most indicative

of their benefits. For example, PPBS was officially discarded by the
federal Office of Management & Budget in 1971, yet the planning

function which was a central feature of the system remains an integral

11



facet of moat existing budgeting processes.

At the same time, implementation alone is not a sufficient

criterion for success. In any cases, the system uas put in place by

top officials, while those at the operative level continued to follow

previous routines. Information reporting systems were put in place and

shifts in the power structure, to the extent necessary to secure

compliance with mandates for implementation, were observed in many

governmental agencies (Wildevsky 1966, 302). As with implementing any

change, the acceptance of the innovation by those at the operative

level is imperative to success. However, new procedures always face

problems because of the inertia and the vested interests that exist in

past policies (Wildaysky 1975, 355-6).

The arguments made by proponents and critics of earlier managerial

or budgetary innovation provides a wealth of information from which to

embark on the development of yet another system. As Wildavaky posits,

to ignore history is to increase sources of error while decreasing the

chances of correcting mistakes. 'Doing without history is a little

like abolishing memory - momentarily convenient, perhaps - but

ultimately embarrassing," (Wildaysky 1979, 38). The legacy of the

conceptual, politipal, logistical and practical strengths and

weaknesses of earlier systems is especially important in informing the

design of a new model for school district budgeting and planning.

Since the proposed nodal is an allocative decision making process,

the review of previous systems will be limited to PPBS and ZBB. Both

methods relate planning and programs to the budgeting process: each rose

in popularity within public sector institutions; each has been

implemented in local school districts; and each is a product of a

unique political and fiscal milieu. This is not to imply that the

characteristics of other reforms are ignored. HBO was perceived al

Lore of a personnel and accountability tool than a budgeting

12
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methodology; PERT was viewed as being limited to planning

performance budgeting and is dated in applicability. Other models have

not received the acceptance necessary to have a sufficient literature

develop about them.

B. Planing Programming & Budgetipg System

1. Overview

When Robert S. McNamara became Secretary of Defense in 1961, he

stated that the development of "essential management tools needed to

make sound decisions on the really crucial issues of national

security," was his cost important problem (McNamara 1968, 88).

McNamara brought several individuals from the RAND Corporation with hia

to the Department of Defense (DoD). The significance of this lies in

the fact that RAND had completed a special study of resource allocation

decisions in the DoD in the late 1950e. The result of this study,

attributed to econosiat David Novick and Charles Hitch, was a system

for linking planning to budgeting. McNamara initiated the system tbly

then known as Plrining Programming and Budgeting System or PPBS) in the

DoD.

Impressed with the performance of PPBS in Defense, President

Johnson announced in August, 1965 that this revolutionary budgeting

system would be applied to all federal agencies. The President's

action ignited a sasaive reform movement that would touch all levels of

government in the country (Lee & Johnson 1977, 94). The International

City Managers' Association, the United States Conference of Neyors and

the National Governors' Council advocated the implementation of PPBS.

In 1966, the Ford Foundation funded the State-Local Finance Protect

which selected five cities, counties and states as demonstration

centers for the systea. Parts of PPBS found their way into the private

sector as well.

13



As in state and local governments, program budgeting in education

generally followed and was influenced by practices in the federal

government (Nnezevich 1973, 22). It was not uncommon in the mid-60a

for PPBS to be one of the "strings" attached to federal support to

schools. Probably the moat widely publicized effort at implementing PPBS

in the public schools occurred in Dade County, Florida, in 1968.

Operating with a sizable federal grant, and in con3unction with the

Research Corporation of The Association of School Business Officials,

Dade County implemented the concepts and techniques of PPBS. This

provided a atisulua for dissemination throughout the nation's schools

(Knazevich 1973, 25). By the early 1970a, districts such as Chicago,

New York, Memphis, Sacramento, Las Vegas and Loa Angeles had revised

their budgeting procedures to include what each defined as PPBS in

education.

Wildavaky (1975) lacteal:

In the 1960's PPBS spread with amazing rapidity ... to

many American cities and states, governments abroad and

international agencies. Clearly from the standpoint of

effort and publicity, PPBS is the ma3or budgetary

phenomenon of our time. Hence it needs and deserves

attention" (Wildaysky 1975, 275).

Yet, with all the effort and publicity, history shows that PPBS

did not live up to the potential touted by its early proponents. Post

martens appeared with regularity. In June, 1971, the °film of

Management and Budget quietly pronounced PPBS dead at the federal

level. By the end of the 1960s it was hard to identify any PPBS

systems at the state and local level. (Lea & Johnson 1977, 102). In

1970, programmed budgeting systems in California and New York State

were abandoned.

14
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In education, the trend is best exemplified by the course of

events in California. In 1966, the legislature established a citizens'

commission to facilitate the installation of PPBS in the state's 1,056

school districts. By 1972, the legislature made a 180 degree turn and

abandoned PPBS at a cost of several million dollars (Birst 1975, 535).

Thus the general feeling by the early 1970s was that PPBS was an

interesting but unsuccessful experiment (Lee & Johnson 1977, 108). It

would be inviting to examine only the reasons for its demise, yet it is

important that its strengths and contributions not be overlooked.

Prior to this analysis, however, a brief description of how PPBS was

applied to education will be presented.

2. R2DGEL2&128

zany different things were done in the rase of PPBS in the

eoucation sector (Lee & Johnson 1977, 79). linezevich defines PPBS in

education as a decision system designed to improve resource allocation

decisions when a school district is faced with competing ob3ectives and

limited resources (znezevich 1973, 10).

PPBS includes seven major elements. First, the school district

must identify and clearly define its mission, goals and ob3ectives, i.e.

its desired outcomes. Then a set of alternative approaches for

achieving these outcomes is specified. Step one is the planning

element, step two the programming elesent. These lead to the budgeting

step where the progress are translated into fiscal and non-fiscal

requirements. This includes planned expenditures end proposed revenue

sources for a program, not only for a single budget cycle but for a

multi-year period. Step four involves analyzing each alternative

approach to determine the cost-effectivneas of each. It is than

possible to select the best combination of programs to determine the

optimum course of action for the district. At this point, the

summative evaluation process begins. Each program is reviewed and en

assessment is made of the degree to which the desired outcomes Aare

15



achieved. The final step uses these evrluative program reports to feed

back into the systes, thus beginning a new cycle.

By its nature, PPBS is a top-down decision making slate*. At the

federal end state level, additional and specialized staff were necessary

to implement the plan. This was true for several educational

institutions as well. Yet in many cases, school districts relied on

existing staff to put the &Irate, in lance. Being top-down, managesent

had to be completely convinced of its value, as well as supportive in

allocating sufficient resources to facilitate success. Given its

complexity and high level resource needs, what were the strengths or

potential benefits of PPBS that caused it to be one of the most

popular, yet ill-fated budget reforms in history?

3. ?trengthe

From its beginning PPBS was an attempt to link planning to the

budgeting process. It was believed that budgeting could be improved by

incorporating features of planning. Budgeting was limited in vision to

the short run; planning provided the long-term perspective. In short,

planning would bring the rationality of the overall perspective to

budgeting and replace the haphazard results which characterized the

existing systems (Wildaysky 1975, 255). To the extent that the

implementation of PPBS initiated a planning focus, the system must be

considered a valuable innovation.

PPBS is a means for strengthening the institution's capability to

do long-range planning. Many, if not all, of the decisions of

allocating resources will have future implications and consequently

imply future commitments (Hatry & Cotton 1967, 19) Thus, a single year

is too short a period for arriving at optimus decisions. In PPBS, the

future implications of actions taken must be explicitly defined

(Knezevich 1973, 33). Adding this multi-year facet to budgeting becomes

en important outcome of the process. While PPBS may not be evident in

16
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inatitutions today. long range planning in the form of multi-yea,

outlines of objectives and needs have become a common part of the

managerial process.

The accountability movement of the 1970a helped the :Ise of PPBS

across the country. The public began placing unprecedented demands on

education. Public school administrators and boards of education felt

immense pressure to delineate outcomes, assign resp(...0ibility :.r

achieving them and assess whether organizational goals or objectives

were being attained. PPBS was viewed as a panacea for relieving these

pressures.

The focus of accountability is on outcomes, and PPBS stresses a

similar perspective. PPBS stresses performance and achievement of
objectives. For this reason it was seen as part of an overall

accountability system and a means for bringing greater accountability

into the operation of educational systems (Knezevich 1973, 59).

It has been said that the cornerstone of PPBZ is the identification

and analysis of alternative means for itttaining desired outcomes (Retry

E, Cotton 1967, 25). By making an administrat.,r aware of the full range

of available options, PPBS provides a linkage to a rational decision

maki .4 model (Allison 1971). Irrespective of whether the institution

operates in a PPBS mode, most administrators hope to consider the

possible impact of alternative courses of action prior to making a

rational decision. As David Novick, one of the pioneers of PPBS at

RAND, said the name of the game in PPBS is alternatives. Thus, the

structural design of the system insures that an administrator evaluate

several options for which strategies, goals and costs have been

specified.

PPBS is an outcome oriented management system. As such, it

requires the determination of where go, prior to defining how to get
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there. In the process such of the dcubt that exists in conventio,141

budgeting syatead concerning the justification of inputs is removed.

Since programs are directly linked to outcomed, the specification of

activities and resources into a prograsatic structure clearly allowa

inputs to be tracked to outcomes.

As mentioned earlier, PPBS is a product of its time. When the

nation's economy was healthy and growth was taken for granted, aany of

the agencies of the governeent faced decisions on how to beat spend

their new funds. It was not a matter of whether to fund project A or

project B, but of selecting the bea& approach for funding projects A and

B. PPBS was the tool for conceiving, developing and coating the new

projects (DeWoolfson 1981, 393). It helped governmental agencies cope

with growth.

The benefits of PPBS presented here are those which might result if

fully implemented. Examples of such situations were rare. It may have

been difficult to argue with the conceptual framework of PPBS, yet as

will be shown below, the discrepancy between concept and reality was

great. Success wee rare. Wildavaky states unequivocably, "PPBS has

failed everywhere and at all times." (Wildaysky 1975, 363). Yet from

its popularity and its rapid spread throughout the country, its impact

cannot be repudiated. Quite possibly its greatest impact is beat

decribed by Allen Schick;

...PP1S's main accomplishment thus far has been to

raise the level of expectation far above what it was a

few years ago. The prevailing standdrd of 'good enough' has

been redefined, as budget participants have been exposed to

PPBS'e criticism of the established order and its criteria

for public choice. (Schick 1971, 116).
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4. Weaknesses

After ten years, the existence of a comprehensive PPBS system in

an institution was rare. The literature became filled with the

arguments of skeptics, critics and out-right opponents of PPBS (See

Wildavaky 1975; Schick 1971; Kirat 1975; Wildavaky 1970; Vanderbilt

1977; Freeman 1978). The focus of these attacks was directly related

to the perspective from which the author viewed the situation; for

example, political scientists claimed that PPBS was politically naive

and thus infeasible. The variety of reasons given for the failure of

the system makes ferreting out the moat salient problems difficult.

Schick points out three problems that existed in attempting to assess

the true value of PPBS: (1) the lack of fully implemented systems, (2)

difficulty in monitoring acl.ion in all the localities in fifty states,

and (3) the problem in discerning the difference between public claims

of using the system and the true operative process which affected

discussions (Schick 1971, 87-84). These problems indicate some of the

inherent weaknesses of a PPBS swatter.

One of the weaknesses that is difficult to overcome rests in the

costs associated with implementing such a syatem. These costa include

not only a suLstantial financial commitment, but also an extraordinary

amount of personnel time. Schick reported in his study of PPBS that

many directors involved in implementing the system statewide felt it

would take five or more years to fully put in place (Schick 1971, 87).

Although additional staff was generally added to meet the increased

work required, regular staff embers were forced to prepare all the

necessary documents in addition to their regular responsibilities.

Consequently, a- deadline approached for submission of budgets, the

analysis and planning thought to be an integral dimension of PPBS were

pushed aside in favor of regular aubmission requirements. (Schick 1971,

115).

The time and financial effort required was far more than many

expected. When planning and analysis were added to budgeting, the time
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needed for these dimensions naturally increased. Because of the unl,u

form and structure of pm, current data systems were generally unable

to provide its needs (Vanderbilt 1977, 542). This led Wildaysky to

conclude that PDBS was "tremendously inefficient" because the "inputs

were huge and its policy output is tiny." (Wildaysky 1970, 469).

While funding necessary to implement a PPBS system varied with

the institution, it has been suggested that a minimum budget dedicated

PPBS for the first year would be about 020,000. (Knezevich 1973,

263). For school districts with 25,000 students or more, a more

realistic figure might have been 075,000 annually for consultants,

personnel, organization, training, materials and space (Knezevich 1973,

263).

The additional staff required provided a new layer in the

bureaucracy which was often found to be cumbersome. This layer was

largely comprised of analysts, who became spokesmen for PPBS in the

institution and campaigned for it (Schick 1971, 98). Since their

efforts required changing the behavior of those attached to the old

methods of budgeting, they were perceived as outsiders with

questionable motives. This separation tended to protect the

traditional methods since the "PPB'ers" were isolated from the

budget officers (Schick 1971, 99).

The new layer was located close to the top of the administrative

heirarchy. While budgeting is a political process, characterized by

negotiation and compromise, PPBS contained an extreme centralizing bias.

Wildaysky posits that a more useful tool for increasing the power of

the chief administrators to contr,11 decisions would be hard to find

(Wildaysky 1975, 328). While some may argue that thig may not be a

weakness but, in fact, a strength of the system, Kirst points out that

such a centralizing feature was instrumental in the fall of PPBS in

California. (Kirst 1975, 356). By centralizing decision making .n the
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hands of analysts, some important political values were trampled. LI

the aid-1970s, the public desired a diffusion of power not greeter

centralization.

Proponents of PPBS extoll the virtues of incorporating planning

and goal setting into tie budget process. Yet, there are those who see

this as a fundamental weakness and one which restricts its ac..;eptance.

When objectives are specified, it is implied that they are clear, known

and quantifiable. Yet, many public policy agencies and educational

institutions are faced with unclear goals and technologies. Problems

are inevitable in assessing effectiveness and efficiency measures

(Vanderbilt 1977, 543). Also, it would be extremely difficult to

obtain complete agreement of such goals, even if it were possible to

delineate them (Freeman 1478. 39). Knezevich, a proponent of PPBS in

education, admits:

PPBS is less likely to work effectively when goal

conflict abounds. It may help sharpen the issues

surrounding the conflict, but it cannot define objectives

with a high degree of precision in such situations If

the organization or institution is difficult to progras, the

system cannot work (Knezevich 1973, 278-9).

In Kirst's insightful discussion of the PPBS experience in the

school districts of California, he points out that the requirement to

specify the objectives automatically brought controversy (Kirst 1975,

537). For example, Hillsborough (California) Schools spent two years

formulating their PPBS goals. For the primary mathematics program

alone, 58 goals were identified to be attained by the second grade

(Kirst 1975, 358). Segments frem across the state fought to have their

goals accepted, changing PPBS from a technical issue to a value issue.

Value conflict elicits the mobilization of political coalitions. In

California, the increasing opposition to PPBS forced the State Board to
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beck down on statewide implementation despite the millions of dollars 11$

sunken costs for training, consultants and pilot programa.

Incorporating planning into the budgeting process also creates

conflict between role incusbents. Planners are spenders and natural

enemies of those who want to control expenditures. (Wildevaky 1975,

258). By making budgeting a fors of planning, planners gain control of

the budget which upsets the traditional larastructure of the

organization. Bmdgeting is sufficiently demanding, politically

sensitive and complex in its own right. The addition of planning and

analysis adds additional pressures which will ultimately cause the

syatea to fell under its own weight.

Another weakness pointed out earlier in this paper and on which

there seems to be little disagreement, is that PPBS is an extrasely

complex system. One of the nation's foremost educational economists,

Jesse Burkhead, reacted to the proposed PPBS nodal in California by

saying:

The striking characteristic about all of these PPBS systess

is their unbelievable complexity, the attention to detail

and their costliness... iBurkhead 1973, 201).

5. folima

According to Wildaysky, the reason for failure of PPBS is its

complexity. In short, "no one knows how to do program budgeting"

(Wildaysky 1975, 359). The ma3or focus of PPBS is to develop better

policies, and no innovation will be able to do this on its own. The

literature seems to adequately describe what PPBS should be like, but

lacks descriptions of how to do it. Adding to its complexity is the

requirement for PPBS specialists, responsible for implementing the

system. For the aa3ority of individuals in an institution. PPBS
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demands abilities which are beyond their capabilities.

The weaknesses mentioned above which are inherent to PPBS make

implementation difficult at best. Yet additional liabilities in the

system existed. First was the problem of transfer. The attention PPBS

received after being implemented in the DoD caused many to Gump on the

bandwagon. This occured first in other federai agencies, then spread

to the state and local levels. However, there are some fundamental

differences that exist between agencies and levels of government which

restrict transfer of the system. In some cases, changes were made In

the form of PPBS. Yet, the codified versions were often incompatible

with the existing structure and nature of the organization or

institution.

The level of succeaa achieved by PPBS in the DoD was aided by the

nature of the Department and their experience in analysis and planning.

This was not the caw, in most other agencies to that the translation

of the system was complicated (Lee & Johnson 1977, 95). In addition to

the experience and infrastructure considerations, the availabilty of

talent in state and local governmental agencies was far more limited.

(Lee & Johnson 1977, 100). Where these assets were week or missing, it

took more than good intention to make an impact on the budgeting

pricess (Schick 1977, 559).

In education, this transfer problem was especially acute. PPB!! was

originally developed for federal defense problems. The difference

between these and public educational concerns were vast. In addition,

the program structure of PPBS may not have coincided with the existing

organizational structure of schools. That is, programs ware not

equivalent to departments. Thus, responsibWAI for programs in PPBS

was not clear in schools. It would seen safe to assume that many of

the problems that existed with APBS in educational institutions could

be attributed to a basic inappropriateness for education in the basic
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design.

Second, the new men of power (PPBS'ers) were insensitive to

traditions, institutional loyalties and personal relationships (Schick

1977, 562). As a result, traditions continued to control budgeting,

while PPBS stood on the outside - "a fashionable but peripheral feature

of administration" (Schick 1971, 103).

Implementation strategies are paramount to the success of any

innovation. PPBS, like any other management tool, cannot work without

a commitment, without resources and without a conducive environment

(Knezevich 1973, 279). Commitment must be generuted from the top level

of administration. Unfortunately for PPBS, the inability to understand

the system caused the interest of many leaders to wax and wane,

spelling an end to the system. PPBS failed in some cases, because the

leadership underestimated the changes required or found the resource

requirements of the system untenable and thus invested only mild

support and leadership to the endeavor (Lee & Johnson 1977, 104; Schick

1977, 562).

The costs describ24 above gave one indication of the resources

required. Included in this, and critical to succe'..Jul implementation,

was the training provided for understanding and performing the

activities involved in PPBS. The system would not work where staff

'embers were poorly prepared to meet its challenges (Knezevich 1973,

276). However, the complexity of the syates placed demands on training

which strained even the most effective programa (Schick 1971, 101). In

many cases training was expected to succeed where PPBS itself had failed

(Schick 1971, 101). Also, in the desire to implement the system in a

short period of time, many attempts at PPBS faced unrealistic time

constraints causing the training dimension to be minimized.

In short, while weaknesses in concept and operat;onalization say
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have been sufficient to prevent the success of PPBS, clearly there Wert:

significant other factors leading to failure. Shortcomings in

implementation such as lack of surport from top administrators,

inadequate resources, unprepared staff and unrealistic time lines were

probably sufficient to seal its doom irrespective of its prime facia

merits.

C. Zero:Base Budgeting

1. Overview

The most popular budgeting reform of the 1970s was Zero-Base

Budgeting. As the nation's economy began its downward cycle, the

confluence of declining resources and increasing demands seriously

strained the effectiveness of all government agencies. In order to

maintain a semblance of rational decision making in times of

uncertainty, government officials were eager Lo find an innovation that

symbolized rationality and increased effectiveness and efficiency.

In 1970, a staff control manager at Texas Instruments, Peter

Pyhrr, published an article in the Harvard Business Review on the new

"systematic and formalized" method of budgeting used in that company

(Phyrr,1970). Governor Jimmy Carter saw the article and asked Pyhrr to

implement ZBB in the state of Georgia in 1971. From the Georgia

experience, ZBB sprend to Texas and New Jersey as well as to several

itunicipalities. Governor Carter became President Carter and the system

became a mandate for all federal agencies.

Yet, formulating budgets from the "ground up" is not a new concept.

The term zero base was coined in 1924 by E. Hilton Young, who argued

that responsible budget managers should justify their expenditures from

zero (Conners 1978, 250). While not applying the ZBB acronym, Verne

Lewis described such a perspective for budgeting in 1952 (Lewis 1952).

Probably the first attempt at implementing the zero haze concept
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occurred in the early 1960a in the Department of Agriculture. in

April of 1962, that Department's Office of Budget and Finaaca

instructions for preparing 1964 agency estimates which began, "A new

concept has been adopted for the 1964 agency estimates; namely, that of

zero-base budgeting" (Wildaysky 1975, 271). The Department of

Agriculture's attempt was widely regarded as a failure (Wildaveky

1979b, 207). The current version of ZBB can not be judged so

definit!,ely. For example, at their annual 'meting in October, 1977,

the Association of School Business Officials passed the following

resolution:

The (Association) believes Zero-Base Budgeting is an

effective and rather easily understood management tool for

planning and controlling the expenditure of funds, ....The

Association believes that it is a tool that should be

considered by all school systems in planning annual

budgets." (Bliss 1978, 3).

In addition, by 1979, 13 state governments and numerous local units had

experimented with the system (Worthley and Ludwin 1979, 2). Despite

the criticisms leveled against it and the relatively few successful

experiences with it, ZBB, unlike PPBS, has resisted relegation to the

status of a "museum piece."

2. 22§0.42ti2B

The description of ZBB presented here is generic in nature, as

experience had shown that no single definition or description is

appropriate (Worthley and Ludwin 1979, 5). Even ZBB pioneer, Peter

Phyrr, warned that the system was not a series of fixed procedures but

a process which must be adapted to the specific needs of each

organization (Phyrr 1977b, 2).

The first step in ZBB is the identification of "decision units."
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Decision units are the lowest-level entities for which budgets are

prepares Cieyier ii77, iftese unite area usually based on existing

organizational structure or traditional budget units but must have an

identifiable manager with authority to establish priorities within the

unit.

Once the decision units have been identified, the next step is the

foraulation of "decision packages" by the decision unit senagera. Each

package is a written document containing the information needed to

compare the decision unite. This usually includes a statement of

objectives, a description of the activities, alternative ways for

accomplishing the objectives, the consequences of not performing the

activity, the costa and benefits of the activity and measures of

workload and performance. Varicua levels of funding for the same

activity are separated into incremental decision packages, one for each

level. The result of this step is a tremendous flow of inforaation and

paperwork.

The third step in the process requires the ranking of the decision

packages. Each manager ranks in order of priority all decision

packages for which he is responsible. These rankings are then

submitted to a higher authority who will consolidate the rankings from

several subordinates into a single ranked list. This process is

repeated up the heirarchy in the organization. Once the final ranking

is made by the personts) at the top of the organization, those packages

that can be funded with the available money are included in the

organiation'a formal budget.

The term "zero-base" comes from the practice of requiring the

above mentioned process each year for all progress, including those

proviouply funded. Thus in concept, ZIAS is a resource allocation tool

and an inforaation gathering syatea. It is a bottom up process where

goals and objectives emerge from the operational levels of the
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organization to inform top management how activities relate to each

other ( Hentschke 1978, 242).

ZBB was developed as a business model and as such assumes that low

priority packages are expendable. If a program or activity fell below

the final cut off line it simply was not funded. This concept has

limited application to governmental agencies or school systems where

various programs and services are not under control of management. The

output or products of the schools, as well as the cosplez

interrelationships of education programs, required specific

modifications to be made (Bliss 1978,2). In assessing the performance

of ZBB in state governments, Schick reported that "not a single state

budget system would warrant designation as using zero-base budgeting"

(Schick 1979, 27). One of the first changes was the abandonment of the

annual zero-base reviews (Draper 1981, 78). The number of decision

packages and the time and effort required to develop them made this

feature of ZBB impractical in most organizations. From experiences in

educational institutions, Hentschke concludes that, in addition to

abandoning annual zero-base review of decision packages, met

institutions have eliminated or modified the ranking process and have

eliminated the determination of minimum levels of effort for each

package ( Hentschke 1978, 243).

Pyhrr argues that the adaptability of the system is one of its

strengths (Pyhrr 1976), while Hammond and Knott contend that people only

have positive attitudes toward ZBB because they are not really using it.

(Hammond and Knott 1980, 72). Nevertheless, ZBB has been a popular,

widely used management tool. Unlike PPBS, which history has had ample

time to analyze and Judge, ZBB is too recent an innovation on which to

pass Judgment. Yet the literature does contain ample accounts sr?d

assessments of ZBB by practitioners and academics. This body of

literature is the basis for the following discussions of ZBB'a

strengths and weaknesses.
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3. 4rength§

ZBB did not become a popular management process simply because a

southern governor who became President of the United States liked it.

In fact, such an association might have been a liability in light of

President Carter's fall from popularity. Association with and the

support of the President will bring attention to an innovation, but

when iapleaented outside of the federal bureaucracy, a new system must

be able to stand on its merits.

The most frequently cited benefit of ZBB is the generation of

better and more in-depth information about the activities of the

organization (Hentschke 1978; Moore 1980; Draper 1981). As a "bottom-

up" process, goals and ob)ectives are developed at the operational

level and in moving up the heirarchy, educate upper-level management of

the interrelationship of activities within the organization (Hentschke

1978, 242). This incorporates the virtue') of participatory management

into the budgeting process. As Draper says, ZBB reaches the "untapped

reservoir" in budgeting. In so doing, ZBB creates the congruence

between those responsible for developing the budget and those

responsible for delivery (Sarsfield 1977, 38).

Unlike PPBS, ZBB does not attempt to alter the program structure

currently used in an institution. Decision units can be anything the

institution chooses. There is no need to tamper with the infra-

structure while implementing change in the budgeting process.

Conceptually ZBB is not divorced from the budgeting process and separate

staff is not required as in many other budget innovations (Schick

1978). Consequently, ZBB has presented fewer problems in

implementation than many of its predecessors (Draper 1981, 79).

Another benefit of ZBB, as touted tw proponents, is the

preparation of alternative funding levels as a formal requirement in
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the budget process (Draper 1981, 78). This structure avoids the

necessity of renegotiating the entire budget should the funding picture

change, as well as providing an alternative to across-the-board

reductions. Requiring alternative funding levels forces everyone

involved in the process to think in consequential terse. In other

words, it mandates that answers to a series of "what if?" questions be

found (Lee & Johnson, 119).

William Sarsfield posits that there is probably nothing better

than a discussion of total dismantlement of a program to discover its

true value. As Phyrr developed it, and as the name implies, the

"ground-up" approach is inherent in ZBB. Unfortunately, this can not

be considered one of the system's assets. In reality, the time, cost

and complexity of a zero-base review of every program each year led to

the first ma3or alteration made to ZBB when implemented (Hayward 1977,

43).

Other facets of ZBB have received a mixed review in the

literature. Some claim the system has rationally cut budgets and has

reallocated resources frog lover to higher priority areas (Taylor 1977;

Connors 1978; Phyrr 1977b; Moore 1980). Others have argued that it has

done just the opposite (Draper 1981; Kinaier & Rermasson 1977; Rassond &

Knott 1980; Schick 1970 Wildavaky 1979b).

In summary, there seems to be agreement on several strengths of

ZBB. It provides the structure for generating more and better

information within the institution, it creates a i-st link between the

budgeting 'nd operational levels, forces the institution to focus on

conaequencea, and enhances "participatory management" within the

organization. Whether these strengths, the political fortunes of a

southern governor, or as Schick claims, the appropriateness for the

times led to the spread and utilization of ZBB is unclear. Probably all

of these factors have had some impak:t. ZBB was right for the existing
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economic times. When fiscal frugality is parasount, if nothing else.

ZBB focuses the thinking of individuals to align with this thrust

(Draper 1981, 76-77).

4. W2aknesse§

The ZBB process incorporates several features that are quite

difficult to operationalize. By incorporating performance measures in

the formation of decision packages, the problems inherent in evaluation

and appropriate measurement become tied to the budgeting process

(Hammond & Knott 1980, 18-21). Questions of preference for

effectiveness, efficiency, extensiveness or equity are continually

raised, with answers or preferences being relative to an individual

manager. As such the ranking process, which is so crucial to the

system, becomes difficult if not impossible.

Performance measures are quantitative, and when these are not

available or a-e difficult to acquire, the system requires managers to

create indirect or proxy indicators. Quite naturally, the more

indirect these indicators, the greater th) need for caution in

interpreting the results they provide (Hammond & Knott 1980, 20).

Another potential problem that has been discovered when indirect

measures are created is the use of the most favorable indicators in the

decision packages while ignoring all others. When decisiana and

evaluations of a decision package are made on these indirect o7- proxy

indicators, managers tend to orient the behavior of their organization

toward looking good on the proxy measures instead of whet these

indicators are intended to measure (Hammond & Knott 1980, 20).

The importance of performance measures is heightened when a ZBB

institution turns to ranking decision packages. Performance measures

provide the basis for the rankings. The difficulties, weaknesses and

uncertainties in developing performance measures become incorporated in

the ranking process and combine with the mere logistics of ranking
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numerous decision packages to hobble the process. For example, in

Georgia the State Health Agency alone generated over 2,100 decision

packages to be ranked within the agency, as well as with all of the

other packages from other state agencies (Ninmier b Hersanson 1977,

76). Top officials were forced to rank the packages from the Health

Agency, Highway Patrol, Budget Bureau, etc.; all with diverse goals,

activities and performance measures.

The final ranking also provides a "cut-off" point for programs or

activities which receive funding. However, in the Georgia experience,

when the available funding turned out to be less than originally

anticipated, instead of raising the cut-off point, almost all

departments had to resubmit new rankings based on the lower funding

level (Hinimier b Hermanson 1977, 88). This indicates that budgeting

is the process of allocations, not of setting priorities (Hammond 1980,

53). From these experiences, Georgia officials made mayor

modifications in the use of performance measures and in the ranking

process. Having previously abandoned annual zero base reviews of all

programs, the question becomes were they really using ZBB?

Another weakness of ZBB is that it requires substantial time, funds

and paperwork. ZBB pioneer, Phyrr, admits, "to be sure, ZBB usually

involves more managers and takes more management time than traditional

budget procedures." The extent of the time and enormous flow of

paperwork led Conners to posit that education expenditures might not )24

reduced by ZBB because of the additional administrative time (Conner,

at al 1978, 259). Steps can be taken to reduce this burden but

problems similar to those discussed above are likely to occur.

One of the most distinctive elements of ZBB is the identification

of minimal levels of effort for each decision package, yet this has

become one of its weaknesses in operation. The minimum level is that

funding level below which it is not feasible tc ,:ontinue the program



(Hammond & Knott 1980, 35:. Presumably, this is the essence of ZBB.

Yet, experience has shown that this minimum level tends to be set

sibitrarily at some percentage of the current level of funding (Draper

1981, 77; Wildaysky 1979b, 209). Moore, in en analysis of ZBB in U.S.

cities, found most minimum funding levels set between 75-90* of present

funding; Schick found only 1 of 25 states employing the ZBB methodology

via actually using the classic definition of minimum level. The reason

seemed to be the extreme time limitations and difficulty in

conceptualizing what a minimum level is (Hammond & Knott 1980, 35-40).

Other weaknesses of ZBB which must be noted include the tendency

for a parochial perspective to become evident within the budget when it

is built from the ground up (Draper 1981, 79). Also, ZBB was a product

of the private sector and transposing the framework to public agencies

and institutions resulted in modifications which have changed the true

nature of ZBB as practiced (Conner, et el 1978, 256). The business

model is based on the assumption that low priority packages are

expendable; in the public sector and more specifically, in education,

this is most often not possible. Programs must go on and services must

be provided, often as a result of mandate, but also since public

programs tend to exist because of political constituencies. Despite

being able to reduce spending after implementing ZBB, Morton, Illinois

school officials modified their process because "it did not address

their needs--some things have to be provided" (Hymes 1982, 19). In

short ZBB makes the unrealistic assumption that decision makers have

the capacity to eliminate programa (Lee & Johnson 1977, 119).

5. Why ;BB Nam Not Gained Widespread Accgptagce

After its death at 4.he federal level in 1971, hardly a trace of

PPBS remains. The same is not true for ZBB. Despite President

Carter's defeat in 1980 and the demise of ZBB at the federal level,

implementation of the system continued to appear (e.g. in the South

Dakota Division of Elementary and Secondary Education in fiacal year
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1980.) Yet it would be difficult to say that ZBB has become the norm

in budgeting in the United States. This last section looks at several

possible reasons for this.

With over 10 years of experience with ZBB, when all is said and

done, very little has changed (Hammond & Knott 1980, 2). The first. ZBB

federal budget (in 1979) produced fewer reductions than any previous

1970s budget; most programa were funded at or above the previous level

(Schick 1978). Modifications were required so ZBB was not really being

used anyway. The budget process seems to be impermeable and ZBB did

not change the way budgeting occurred (Draper 1981, 77; Wildaysky 1979b.

208).

Furthermore, ZBB suffers from its name. Since ZBB has coma to

symbolize fiscal scarcity and budget reductions, the very rumor of

implementation can elicit a defensive reaction within the institution.

Reacting to the ZBB "message', lower level managers tend to develop

coping devices to protect their interests (Moore 1980, 256). In many

cases, managers are motivated to raise the minimal level and to

overstate the effects of discontinuing operation of the programs. In

short, the veil- name zero-base budgeting frightens budgeters and

program managers (Draper 1981, 77).

Like PPBS, ZBB experienced implementation problems caused by

exaggerated claims made by high-level administrators (Sarafield 1977,

'39). "Overselling" is associated with many innovations in an attempt to

maximize the probability of change within an institution. When ZBB

failed to deliver on the promises of its proponents, lower level

decision makers became cynical and skeptical. Probably the major reason

why ZBB was not the panacea promised was that it was sold as a cost-

cutting mechanism (Draper 1981, 80). ZBB is a short term budget tool

and many of the portions of any budget are uncontrollable. In addition,

ZBB is only a process and processes do not cut budgets. As Schick
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notes. "growth in budgets is more sensitive to financial conditions and

political attitudes than to budgetary procedures." Further, in

education, implementation of ZBB has been restricted by its heavy

emphasis on analysis. The paucity of analytical skills and expertise in

the field of education precludes its large scale acceptance (Bliss

1978.33). Thus, despite any benefits that might have materialized, the

fate of 2BB (and most budge' reforms) tended to be predestined to

failure.

Even though the promises of ZBB advocates are not being fulfilled,

many "users" remain positive about ZBB because they are not doing it

(Hammond & Knott 1980, 72). The trend has been to move away from ZBB by

modifying the minimum levels and ranking process and eliminating the

annual zero base review. For example, officials at Stanford University

do not consider ZBB a failure even though it was used in a "textbook"

form for only four years. According to the Director of Management and

Financial Planning, Frank Matta, having completed the ZBB process, the

University did not deem it necessary to continue the extensive annual

reviews (Ratty 1983). While it is generally easy to find those who will

talk of ZBB benefits, it is difficult to find ZBB in practice.

In summary, ZIP rests on a model of rationality that has appeal to

managers and officials at nearly every level- Yet it seem. to impose

logistical conditions on the budgeting process that are seldom met.

(Hammond & Knott 1980, 93).

D. The Lessons to be Learned

Innovation in pclicy making or decision caking procedures is

difficult at best. Th_s is especially true in budgeting where

organizational inertia, the politicized nature of resource allocation

and the complexity of the vast range of alternative investment

strategies favor repeating next year what was done this year. One need
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only look at the history of budget reform to find that change is near2y

imperceptible. Allen Schick beet expresses this when he points out,

Small changes are achieved through large efforts; each wave

of reform leaves its modest legacy and prepare the way for

future improvements (Schick 1971, 192).

He further notes that this difficult future facing a possible reform is

irrespective of any substantive merits inherent in the change. Implied

in Schick's remarks is the notion that, while appearing inexorable,

budget innovation is possible. Clearly, however, in designing a model

for local planning and budgeting, it is extremely important to

completely understand existing budgeting processes and to learn from

previous budget reform experiences. The examination of PPBS and ZBB,

the two most recent reform attempts, serves well in providing those

lessons.

Much of the difficulty that a proposed budgeting model will face

can be attributed to organizational inertia and the tradition embodied

in its existing budgeting process. The "budgetocrecym becomes met in

its ways, routines become habits and individuals become vested in

current operating procedures. In past reform efforts, proponents have

attempted to overdone this resistance by making exaggerated promises

and portraying the innovation as a panacea for a wide range of ills.

Both PPBS and ZBB fell short in meeting the unrealistic expectations

they generated and consequently fell victi.. to increased skepticism

within the organization as to their potential. In developing and

implementing a proposed budget reform, a fine line between selling and

overselling the system must be drawn within an environment resistant to

change.

ZBB has its origin In private industry, PPBS began in a large

federal agency. Having achieved some success, their popularity grew
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and their use spread to all levels of the public sector. However, not

only are the federal, state and local levels of government unique but

the institutions and agencies which comprise each level are

idiosyncratic. As a consequence, each reform had to be substantially

modified to achieve "a fit" with the organization. In some cases, the

modifications were slight; others, the conceptual framework was

compromised to force a fit. The result in either case, was to employ

the reform in name only, :leopardlzing the nature of the innovation and

its potential benefits.

This was especially true for ZBB and PPBS as applied to educational

institutions. The strongest similarity between schools and other

governmental agencies is their public sector base. Difference* in

infrastructure, goals and delivery systems remove any assurance that

reforms appropriate at one level will apply at any other.

Another lesson implied in the budget reform literature is the

importance of simplicity and comprehensibility of the innovation.

Aaron Wildavaky argued that while PPBS hed many shortcomings, the

fundamental reason for its damiee was that no one knew how to do

program budgeting. While the same accusation was not explicitly

leveled against ZBB, the complexity of the procedures, the esoteric

nature of the terminology, the potential for overwhelming paperwork and

the inapplicable nature of several of the key concepts oppose

acceptability.

The budget has become a vital component of the political, econosic

and bureaucratic processes of all public sector institutions. It has

acquired a variety of functions and user*. Schick argues that the

budget can be a control inatrument, a management tool and/or a planning

device. Depending on the political or economic milieu, one of these

functions tends to predomiante (Schick 1971,4). He further states,
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Every budget reform alters the uses to which the budget Is

put, and it is these uses that _le most germane to the

success or failure of the reform, the way it is implemented,

and the attitudes of thone involved in the day-to-day

conduct of budgetiaq. (Schick 1971, 3).

PPBS accentuated the planning function; ZBB became a management

tool under the guise of a control instrument. Acceptance of any

innovation is based on the extent to which these functions are in

concert with the existing political and economic environment.

Consequently, any budgeting model must be sensitive to the crucial

issue of balance among the functions of the budget and the political

and economic milieu in which the budget must exist and adapt.

While PPBS and ZBB were praised for bringing specification of

alternatives and consequential thinking to budgeting, goal

specification and ot,ective definitions of the measures of performance

to thu system zauaed these efforts to stutter. Controversy arose and

these reforms were reJected. Incremental thinking in budgeting

maintains enduring power and may be sacrosanct in educational

organizations which axe characterized by conflicting goals and unclear

technologies. Budget reform efforts must not m_lign these important

characteristic; of budgeting. The incremental approach reduces

conflict and is consequantly appealing to budget makers. A viable

educational planning and budgeting model at the local level should not

attempt to divorce itself from incrementaliam.

Regardless of the substantive merita of any reform, attempts to

change existing budgeting processes in local school di' ricta face a

difficult future. Budgeting is not a risk-taking proceu.s (Schick 1971,

193). This caveat becomes especially salient when fiscal uncertainty

and economic crisis are the operational norm. Yet, by considering the

strengths and weaknesses of previous reform efforts and by gaining an
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understanding for existing budget procesbes and local environments, the

design of the .broposed mvuel C411 avoiu mew of these obstacles to

budgeting inuuvatton.

J`J
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III. THE BASIS FOR DEVELOPING A LOCAL PLANNING AND BUDGETING MODEL

A. An Overview of the Resource Cost Model

The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of a

conceptual framework designed to integrate considerations of

adequacy/equity/efficiency into a resource-cost-base rationale for

systems of school finance, planning and budgeting. There has been

considerable work done on the development of this kind of resource -cost-

based approach for state school finance and planning and is best

represented by the Resource Cost Model (RCM). Kakalik (1972, 1977) and

Hartman (1979, 1981) independently employed a similar framework to

estimate the cost of special education services in order to assess the

cost of implementing P.L. 94-142. Chambers and Hartman (1981) have

analyzed the RCN as a possible tool for funding and demonstrated its use

for special education funding. Chambers and Parrish (1982) considerably

expanded the conceptual foundation underlying this model and implemented

it in the state of Illinois as a proposed funding base for the state

school finance formula.

With the success of the RCN as a viable approach for costing out

programs at the state and federal level, is seemed reasonable to examine

the feasibility of adapting this kind of approach to local planning and

budgeting. It is with this in mind that we present an overview of the

technical and decision making components of the RCM in the form as

developed by Chambers and Parrish and to outline some of the issues that

need to be addressed in adapting the approach to the needs of local

decision making.

Much detail is excluded from this brief overview as its purpose is

simply to sketch a general outline of the Resource Coat Model approach

to educational resource allocation. The presentation is kept general in

nature to provide a conceptual approach applicable to both the state and

local levels of educational governance. While this model has been
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considerably refined at the state level, this paper is written as a

point of departure for the more complete development of this model at

the local level. The last section of this paper outlines some of the

issues and questionu surrounding the consideration of how this approach

might be tied to the needs and characteristics of local school

districts, and especically how the development of a local planning model

should be informed by peat attempts to bring rationality to school

district decision making.

Essentially, the RCN is an "ingredients" approach to costing out

educational programs. This requires the listing of a uniform set of

educational programs, the determination of specific resources that are

appropriate for each of these programa, and the gosting oui of these

resources to determine program coats. On the basis of these

standardized cost data and the number of pupils enrolled in each

educational program, overall costs of education can be determined and

broken down by the categories desired.

Figure 2 begins with a list of the educational funding categories

to be recognized. In Step 2a, an appropriate number of educational

resources, i.e. teachers, administrators, supplies and materials, etc.,

is identified for each of these programs. On the basis of these

assignments and enrollment data by program (Step 2b), standardized

quantities of resources for the unit of observation can than be

calculated (Step 3a). The multiplication of these quantities by the

prices for each resource (Step 3b) results in en educational cost figure

for each unit of observation (Step 4).
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FIGURE
RCM TECHNICAL

2

STEPS

(1) Listing of
Educational Programs

.1014

(2) Assignment of Resources
Appropriate to Each, e.g..
Pupils per Teacher, Supplies

Pupil Counts Program A(3) Quantities of Resources
by District, e.g. Number
of Teachers, Quantities
of Materials, etc.

(2b)

upil Counts Program B

Pupil Counts Program N
(4) Educative al Costs for

The Unit of Observation (3b) Price Data for
Each of the Resources
Included in Step 3a.
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This overview of the technical steps of the model, however,

disguises such potential complexity inherent to the model. For example,

procedures suet be developed to produce the large number of subjective

and politically sensitive judgments this model requires. The model

begins with a "list of educational funding categories to be recognized"

(Step 1) and then calls for the assignment of an "appropriate number of

educational resources" to each (Step 2a). The programa that should

cosprise this list and the levels of resources appropriate to each are

the very essence of the equity, adequacy end efficiency issues which

confront educational planners and budgeters. Thus, the RCN is such more

than a simple technical tool for the derivation of educational costs.

The RCN must include a process for establishing standards regarding what

educational programs should be receiving support and what that level of

support should be.

Thus, this process links equity, adequacy and efficiency

considerations. Vertical equity considerations require distinctions in

resource levels according to educational need, while adequacy is

concerned with determining the cosbination of educational resources

which will beat serve the overall goals and objectives in the provision

of public educational services. Both of these standards muse be

explicitly resolved in the requirements set out by Steps 1 and 2e above.

In this context, efficiency takes on the same connotation as adequacy.

How can the available educational resources be allocated in a manner

that will maximize overall educational goals and objectives?

Thus, the RCN is really a proces# for reaching some explicit

resolution of these standards. Furthermore, since educational goals and

objectives are not static, this process must be oynamic. Just WI the

many processes that implicitly define adequacy and equity standards

constantly evolve, the concept of evolving educational costa is

incorporated into the design of the *ode'.
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Prior to a brief description of the RCN process, it is important to

clarify that the term Resource Coat Model also has a third dimension.

Beyond the technical steps shown in Figure 2 and the procedural steps

that will be illustrated below, the RCN is a computer aisuletion model.

Thus, all of the mechanical steps implied in Figure 2, e.g. resource

matrices (Step 2a) multiplied by enrollments (Step 2b) equals resource

quantities (Step 3a), are performed by the RCM computer simulation

model. The RCN computer program is the primary tool of this

methodology. It adds considerably to the power of the RCN process.

Beyond the computational functions that would overwhelm this concept if

it were not computerized, the relative speed and facility that this

program adds to these calculations allow the simulation of various

resource allocation strategies which makes final resolution possible.

That is, it is the near-immediate feedback of the cost implications of

alternative specifications for Steps 1 and 2e above that allows their

fine-tuning and adjuatment toward a balance that is "appropriate" both

in terse of what programs require and in terms of what is affordable.

The iterative dimension that this model brings to the RCM process

is best conveyed by progressing to the process itself. The process for

Raking the specifications implied in Steps 1 and 2e of Figure 2 is

depicted in Figure 3.
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FIUURE 3
THE RCM PROCESS

Level One: Program Category Committees

Program Program Program Program Program

Category Category Category Category Category
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..... .71

Model
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Group
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Data That May Serve
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State Formula or
District Budget



Program Category Committees are formed for the distinctly

recognized educational categories, e.g. regular elementary, special

education, etc. Nemberahip on these committees must incorporate

requirements of program expertise, ranging from curriculum to equipment

costs, with tha political requirement to include a fairly broad

constituency. These committees derive the initial list of programs and

resource configurations. A single representative from each of the

educational program categories is appointed to serve on the RCN

Committee. Prior to meeting with this larger committee, however, these

representatives convene as the Program Review Panel for en initial

evaluation and standardization of the full set of progress.

The RCN Committee generally has a representation extending beyond

the interests of the immediate schooling entity. A broader perspective

may be brought to this committee through representatives from the

legislative and executive branches of governeent at the state level, or

of board member'', parents, students or °that community members at the

local level. These constituencies represent the more general concerns

of government which must balance the resource needs of education against

all other public services or the broader perspectives of the schooling

community beyond those exclusively involved in the provision of

educational services.

In the last step of this process, the proposed specifications and

cost data derived by the RCN comaittee moves through to the final

decision making authority. At the state level, this will be the State

Igor§ and the Legislature. At the local level, this final authority

ultimately rests with the School Board.

At each level of involvement, evaluation, negotiation and

bargaining characterize the process. Each of the procedural levels

shown in Figure 2 are conducted within the context of implied

constraints. The overall constraint of the level of state or district
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resources available for education can rot be avoided at Levels 1 or 2,

because it suet ultimately be confronted at levels 3 and 4. Other

levels of constraintg are intro- program and inter program category

constraints, which are made self-evident in these competitive processes

through the realization, given finite resources, that educational

resources assigned to Program A or Program Category A reduce the

remaining pool of resources available to Program B or Program Category

B.

In addition, at levels two through four the negotiation processes

may be informed by cost data and various cost simulations from the RCA

romputer program. These linkages are represented by the broken lines in

Figure 3.

Figure 4 is a schematic of the RCA computer program. The four sets

of inputs are shown in line one of this diagram. Lines two and three

indicate the outputs of the model. The reasonableness of the coat data

produced by the model is entirely dependent on the date fed in. What is

specified in line one produces the simulation results of lines two and

three. Through successive passes and analyses of these outputs, an

appropriate list of programs and appropriate resources can be derived

for the first two sets of boxes in line one.

In summary, the RCA approach to the coating out of educational

programs hae farther reaching implications than sere cost analyses. The

processes and procedures of this methodology incorporate the standards

of adequacy, equity and efficiency in very specific terse. The inherent

dynamic and political orientation of these subjective allocative

decisions is incorporated into the sodel design. The result is an

estimate of what programs should coat as sub3ectively determined by a

cross-section of educators and policy makers.
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( 1 )

(2)

(3)

Set of Program
Specifications

FIGURE 4
RCM COMPUTER PROGRAM SCHEMATIC

Average Resource Price
Prices _Adjustments

State Level Model)

Resource Quantities by
Unit of Observation

[Resource Prices 1

Overall Costs of Education]
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B. BecocAIAN th9 le201 Ringing and Ogiintag N2021 PSDAD with the

Failures of the Pagt

The final section of this paper will provide a springboard from

which to embark on the adaptation of the Resource Coat Model methodology

into the design and implementation of a Local Planning and Budgeting

Model. How should this model be developed in light of the experiences

with previous rational models in education as described in this paper?

Specifically, how may the lessons of the peat be linked with this

proposal for the future? This section will take Uww approaches to the

consideration of this question. First, how does the LPBM differ from

prior attempts at budget reform in education? Second, to what extent

does the LPBM methodology build on the observed strengths of these prior

efforts? Third, in light of past experiences, in what areas does the

LPBM appear to be potentially vulnerable in its basic design and what

are the implications of these potential weaknesses for implementation

strategy? Thus, -..he essence of this paper is contained in this section

in that prior to the final design of the LPBM, we attempt to avoid the

ultimate embarrassment that Wildaysky notes can be expected when history

is ignored.

1. How Doe* the 1.?BN Differ from Previous Attempts to Bring Rati2nality

to Educational Budgeting end Planning?

The greatest shortcoming of the models cited in this paper for the

education sector is probably the inappropriateness of their basic design

for education. As previously mentioned, ZBB originated in the private

sector and PPBS began in a large federal agency. In both instances,

because these models seemed appropriate and auccesaful in the

environments of their origin, it was assumed that they could be applied

across a wide range of organizational settings. teach reform spread to

its level of inappropriateness.

As both models promised increased rationality and greater
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efficiency, public sector agencies which are commonly perceived to be

lacking in these characteristics, were extremely vulnerable to these

waves of reform'. Because these agencies are generally believed to be

inefficient by their very nature, questions were seldos asked as to how

these new concepts could be useful in this sector. To allow them to

interact with these models was believed to undermine and corrupt their

reform potantiai. Thus, these types of reform were often imposed from

above, Becaur,e they are not well suited to the educational production

process, with its unclear technology and conflicting goals, these

processes were generally force-fit into educational settings or only

given superficial support, i.e. only enough to meet the letter of

mandates, or not enough to make them viable. As noted above, while the

appearance of ZBB or PPBS was often maintained, below the surface the

traditional approaches were most often continuing uninterrupted.

It is contenoed that this basic flaw caused many of the symptoms of

failure which characterize the involvement of PPBS and ZBB in the

educational sector. Thus, although there is a considerable histori of

attempts to rationalize educational budgeting and planning, the LPBM

represents the first attempt to design such a rational process

exclusively for the public education sector.

Why is this edUcational orientation ao important? Both ZBB and

PPBS embody tha basic tenets of rational decision making theory. The

components of this process include the careful elucidation of specific

objectives; specification of a series of alternatives for meeting these

objectives; evaluation of the various alternatives on the basis of their

coats and effects; and, finally, arrival at a value-maximizing choice.

In the case of a school district, the above steps are follcwed using a

ZBB or a PPBS type methodology and the alternative is selected whose

consequences rank highest in teres of its ob)ectives. The nature of

this approach strikes an Immediate basic tension in the educational

sector, however. Jesse Burkhead describes the existing incongruency:
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(Jesse Burkhead, "Economics Against Education," Teachers College Record

75, no.2(Deceaber 1973): 198.)

Apart from the data problem, there are also some

conceptual difficulties in the aicroeconoaic analysis of

education. In the estimation of production functions in the

private sector, it is assumed that a factory manager, fur

example, has reasonably good knowledge of the marginal

productivity of the factors that he utilizes, and thus he is

able to optimize factor combinations to maximize profit.

But in elementary and secondary education there is no reason

to easime that a school principal, or district

superintendent, or board of education has knowledge of or

interest in the marginal productivity of resource inputs.

Even if these were known, it could not be assumed that it

would be possible to secure least-coat combinations, given

the institutional, rigidities of mandates and conventional

practice. Neither is there a reasonable substitute for the

objective function of profit maximization. Thus, the

optimization rationale that underlies production functions

in the private sector is inapplicable for elementary and

secondary education.

PPBS begins with the school officials "clearly defining its

mission, goals and objectives," while ZBB calls for "decision packages"

which clearly state the objectives of each of the "decision units" of

the organization. Kirat notes that in the case of PPBS in California,

the requirement to specify objectives automatically brought

controversey. (Kirat, p. 537) Thus, while in theory the output focus of

such models as ZBB and PPBS is laudatory and seems particularly lacking

and needed in such "fuzzy" public service sectors as education, the

conflicting goals and unclear technology that characL.erize education

necessarily imply that the specific at.atement of goals and objectives
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will be highly subjective in nature, value-laden and thus,

controversial. Because such diverse goals as preparation for the labor

force, training for citizenship, equal opportunity and the advancement

of the individual to the farthest extent of his or her capabilities are

associated with education and because the operationalization of these

goals often result in conflicting practices, it is impossible to

definitively state the goals of education in operational terns, or to

find any universal agreement as to how they should be ranked. And, even

if such agreement were to be produced for education, given the imprecise

nature of the educational production function, it is impossible to state

with any certainty what inputs would produce these desired outcomes.

Thus, any budgeting or planning methodology calling for a tight,

rational fit between inputs and outputs in education simply does not fit

the imprecision that characterizes this sector.

Many of the negative characteristics associated with the interface

of these two rational models with education cars be explained by this

basic design flaw. Because disagreementa about what the specific goals

of education should be or the relative priority that these goals should

receive are rooted in the very fiber of our multi-cultural society,

attempts to resolve these issues will inevitably require interminable

investments in personnel tine and resources. The technological jargon

and the infusion of technicians accompanying such models as PPBS can

only obfuscate this basic dtacordence. It is little wonder that no one

really knows how to do PPBS in education.

The RCM methodology circumvents the dead end of attempting to

rationally link inputs to specific goals and objectives by acknowledging

the inevitable subjectivity of these decisions and by centering the

debate around the specification of the types of educational programa

that should be offered and the types and levels of resources that should

be assigned to each, given the overall resource limits under which the

district must operate. This exercise forces participants to imRlicitly
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consider the outputs that they believe will be associated with

alternative resource specifications, e.9. the equity and efficiency

inherent in providing an aide for program X and not for program Y.

Thus, it forces the implicit linkage of inputs to the 4sneral notion of

outputs without becosing inextricably aired in the delineation of

exactly what these outputs are or should be.

Perhaps the cost important strength of the RCM methodology, which

will nerve as the basis of the LEW! design, is that it is not a

transplant from the private sector or some other public sector agency,

but has been designed specifically for use with education. Thus, it

need not be force-fit into the educational sector. Lastly, although it

implicitly links inputs to outputs, it does not require the explicit

specification of educational goals and objectives.

A second distinction of importance between the RCN methodology and

PPBS and ZBB is that the RCM is such more of a framework designed to

inform allocation decisions than the sore rigid technologies that these

zther two models represent. This rigidity is especially evident in PPBS

with its insistence that oudgeting be linked with planning, its

considerable training component and cadre of technical analysts. There

are few quells concerning the general upheaval to existing syateas that

results from the introduction of this approach. Clearly, the throwing

out of the old is a fundamental element of this methodology. ZBB is

less rigid and is espoused by one of the chief pioneers to be a process

which must be adapted to the specific needs of each organization. It is

less disruptive to the infrastructure of organizations and is generally

more easily isplesented. The underlying rationale, that every

organizational function must justify its funding, or bission, every year

from the ground up, however, is a value that the model imposes on

organizations and one that say be threatening to some key

organizational actors.
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The RCN treats the allocation of resources as such sore of an open

question. It is primarily designed to infora allocation decisions

rather than to orient them in one direction or another. As such, it

need not threaten, but say simply inform existing systems. As a

technical tool, it may simply bring such sore information to beer to the

organizational decision making processes already in place. As a such

sore malleable model that may be useful to budgeters and planners using

a wide variety of budgeting and planning approaches, it is such sore

likely to lead to mutual adaptation, a condition that Berman and

McLaughlin describe as essential to lasting change in education. As

opposed to the introduction of a fixed technology, mutual adaptation is

a condition in which the refors technology and the existing system

undergo some transformation to bring lasting change.

Third, beyond the need for mutual adaptation, the general design of

the RCM approach to educational resource allocation has profitted

considerably from the implementation effort in Illinois and draws on the

implementation literature generally. One clear message from this

literature is that in the educational sector, where the technology is

not well understood, it can not be expected that the prima facie merits

of an innovation will serve as its own brief. In education, for

example, adoption does not insure change and say not even be the ma3or

step in the change process. Thus, a considerable implementation effort

has been incorporated as part of the general RCM methodology.

A fourth way in which the RCM methodology differs from the other

rational perspectives that have been introduced is that it includes a

specific computer tool for simulating a variety of resource allocation

situations. Rather than promising a wide range of benefits from

adoption, such as a better linkage between budgeting and planning or the

reduction of budgets, this tool allows the simulation of a wide variety

of investment alternatives so that the cost implications of each say be

considered in the expansion, reduction or simply more efficient use of
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available resources. This program adds a power to decision processes

that was impossible prior to the computer age. This capability brings a

wide range of information to bear on the subjective decisions that must

be made by educational policy makers.

In summary, the advantages of the I.PBM for education over prior

rational modeling techniques are in its design to specifically

accomodate the vagaries of the educational production process and in its

design as a decision making framework rather than whether it embodies

the more rigid characteristics of a technology. Furthermore, it has an

implementat!on orientation and its computerized feedback loop adds

considerable power to the subjective decision context that is inevitable

to ducational settings.

In response to some of the other problems associated with attempts

to introduce PPBS and ZBB into educational settinys, because the RCM

circumvents requirements to specify educational outcomes, the required

investeent in personnel time and energy will be substantially

diminished. As it does not require a cadre of analyst. and does not

require broad-based extensive training efforts, the expense of the

system can also be expected to be considerably less than that of PPBS.

Considering the expense to the research team only, for example, the

nodal was implemented for the entire state of Illinois at a cost that

barely exceeds the predicted annual cost of PPBS in a school district of

25,000 students. In addition, the relative simplicity of the RCN model

is indicated by comparing the 58 goals specified for lust the primary

math program up to the second grade in one school distEict in California

under PPBS, to the total of 160 educational configurations established

across all education program categories for the entire state of Illinois

under the RCM methodology. Finally, the tension observed under PPBS

between planners and budgeters when these two functions were

inextricably bound together should be considerably diminished tinder en

RCM -type approach. Aa opposed to the "shot-gun wedding" mandate of PPBS
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which forces the marriage of these two functions, the RCM simp.Ly

provides a methodology that allows the two functions to work in greater

harmony through the provision of an information tool that will prove

useful in both of these areas.

2. Strengths of Past Reforms That Will Also Be Associated with the

Local Planning Model

Perhaps the greatest strength attributed to PPBS is its emphasis on

alternatives. This is also a strong characteristic of the RCM concept.

Districts will be better able to consider the coat implications in

selecting the programs they will fund from the broad range of

alternative programs that they could fund, or may wish to fund. Beyond

this, a broad range of alternative service patterns may be considered in

determining the resource configurations that should be assigned to the

programs that will be funded, i.e once it is determined that a program

will be offered, how should this program be equipped? What alternative

program configurations eight be derived and what are the cost-benefit

implications of each? What appears to be the moat efficient way to

provide a given educational offering?

As with PPBS and ZBB, the process inescapably leads to the

consideration of outcomes in the process of allocating resources.

Although the RCM methodology makes no provision for listing outcomes in

any form, the requirement to select appropriate resource configurations

for each of the educational programs the district will offer

automatically ties the consideration of outputs to the process. The

only cri.aria on which these decisions can ultimately be made, apart

from the overall level of resources available to the district, are

subjective beliefs about the impact alternative assignment patterns will

have for educational outcomes. Thus, the RCM methodology is also

outcome oriented and is a process which forces a linkage between the

allocation of resources and the implicit goals and objectives of the

district.
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A third strength of PPBS that would be an anticipated outcome of

the RCN process is the enhancement of participatory management. While

decentralization, per se, is not a mandatory component of the model,

certainly the opportunity far a much more diffuse decision making

structure is embodied in the concept. Theoretically, the program

specifications that the model requires could be kept very simplistic end

could all be made in the central office by a few top admistrators. This

would not necesoarily diminish the usefulness of the model as a

budgeting or planning tool for the district. For the district inclined

to move toward a broadened base of decision making, however, the

opportunity to include a broad representation from the district, or even

perhaps from the community, is clearly present. To the extent that

teachers and program specialists are involved in this process a greater

congruence may be formed between those responsible for developing the

budget and those responsible for the delivery of services. The degree

of decentralization that a liatrict would actually employ in conjunction

with the RCN model would probably be best determined on the basis of the

district's goals and objectives in this regard as well as its history

and tradition.

Fourth, as described above, the RC!! concept constructs a bridge

between the budgeting and planning functions of the district. Although

these two functions are not forced into congruence, the resource

implications of planning projections based on such factors as

demographic projections csn be forecast through the use of the

simulation model and Incorporated into current budgets if deemed

appropriate and necessary. Similarly, the implications for the future

of current allocation decisions may also be forthcoming through the use

of this model.

Last
)

a strength associated with ZBB is that it forces the

consideration of alternative funding levels. When resource projections
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prove to be inaccurate, alternative funding levels as well as their

implications for programs can quickly be evaluated as they have already

been laid out as part of the 2158 budget formation process. Similarly,

the RCM methodology allows the rapid consideration of how revenue

windfalls or reductions say impact or should impact on educational

programs through its decision making procedural framework and the

capacity of the simulation program.

C. Potential Areas of Vulnerability for the LP8M in Light of the PPBS

and Z8B Experiences

Many of the symptomatic problems and the eventual failure of PPBS

and Z88 in education are likely to have resulted from their

inappropriateness for the educational setting and from their rigidity.

Although it has been shown that the L.PBM attempts to account for these

shortcomings in its basic design, some areas of potential difficulty can

still be identified in the implementation of the LPBM.

The first ingredient essential to the adoption of a change strategy

in education is the presence of a strong basic conceptual approach to

the perceived problem. It is believed that the RCM provides the

conceptual basis for informing and enhancing school district budgeting

and planning processes. The next crucial step is an appropriate

implementation strategy. Irrespective of the conceptual weaknesses

attributed to previous rational models in education, their doom was

probably sealed by their shortcomings in implementation. As noted

above, such factors as lack of support from top administrators,

inadequate resources, unprepared staff and unreel. /tic time lines were

instrumental to their failure and probably are the kinds of problems

that pose the greatest threat to the success of the proposed Local

Planning Model. Thus, our attention will be focused on the potential

implementation hurdles and on how they may be overcome. Although the

full RCN design embodies a considerable implementation component, a

strategy appropriate to the local level should be considered.
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First, and perhaps foremost, is the mutual adaptation that has been

found to accompany successful change efforts in education. As has been

described, the RCM concept is ,ore of a framework for "orming

budgeting processes than a rigid process in and of itself. We have also

described some of she ways that this process has profitted from the

state-level Illinois implementation effort. The Illinois experience may

also harbor some potential dangers, however,in forging a strategy

appropriate to the local level. There may be a danger, for example, in

assuming that the lessons learned at the state level will automatically

apply to a local setting.

To the extent that the project enters the local level of decision

making with a set of preconceived notions as to how the process

component of this methodology should be structured, constraints may

unwittingly be imposed on the natural evolution of a process that is

more charactersic of mutual adaptation and which will be more suitable

to the history, tradition, wants and needs of local level planners and

budgeters. An example of this problem may be represented by the vast

committee structure that was employed in Illinois very successfully to

specify and negotiate the final program descriptions that emerged from

that effort. It is.natural to imagine that analogous committees will be

essential to the successful implementation of this concept at the local

level. As the politics, goals and obJectives and overall environment at

the local level may vary substantially from district to district and can

clearly be expected to be different from that found at the state level,

however, a very different process for the specification of the data

required by the model may evolve. In implementing this process at the

local level, a fine line will have to be drawn between arriving with

fixed notions and arriving without any ideas at all. That is, while it

is important that the implementors appear to know what they are doing,

it is equally important that they not be locked into a single conception

of how things must be done.
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A second important implementation caveat is the requirement for

time and resources beyond that normally predicted. This observation

leads to another strong observation from the implementation literature.

Things must be kept as simple as possible. Together these

characteristics suggest that simplicity is not only an imperative

component to success generally, but is also important in keeping the

resource and personnel requirements from becoming excessive to the point

of failure. Thus, a complicated methodology is not only likely to

decrease the probabilit) of success, in and of itself, but will also

increase the normal strain that can be expected in attempting to

aggregate resources sufficient for successful implementation.

The message for the implementation of the L.PBM may be that the

introduction of many of the capabilities of the computer model and the

methodology should be reserved to some later date when the model is more

comfortably established as being of use to the district. Once again, a

balance will be important. Without overwhelming participants with all

of the things that the model can do, it is important that enough

complexity be introduced to ensure that the model will be useful. This

may be best accomplished by attemptir implement only what is

considered to be the most essential comp. %41 of the model and to allow

its more complex manifestations to be in} Ted only as the need for

them naturally occurs. In this way model will not appear

overwhelming, but will also appear sophist. ated enough to do what is

deemed important at the local level.

A third precaution is that the model must not be thrust upon

potential participants. Its potential usefulness must be demonstrated

at the onset and there must be a demand for this kind of technology from

within the district. This is important for at least two reasons. The

first is that without a relatively high level of administrative

commitment, when the crunch comes and more time and resources are
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required than the local participants anticipated, they will be

forthcoming. A withdrawal of support or only token support at the time

of the inevitable pinch will seal the doom of the protect. Second, high

echelon support must be forthcoming to add legitimacy to the process.

A message must be forthcoming to the lower level participants that the

time and effort that they are expending are cf potential consequence and

may eventually have an impact on the way the district allocates

resources.

Fourth, to even the most far-sighted of superintendents, the 1.1,BN

will be greeted with some skepticism. None will dismiss the possibility

that it is just another black hale into which resources and high

expectations are sucked up, never to be seen again. Any investment of

local resources will be seen as a gamble. Thus, the resource demands

must be kept as reasonable as possible. Do not plan for, ask for, or

expect a high level of district support at the onset. First, strive to

establish the usefulness of the model. If it does, indeed, prove to

meet district needs, a higher level of commitment will follow.

Fifth, beyond skepticism, the general organizational state of

inertia will have to be overcome. This will probably not be broken by

presenting the modal as an elixir for all of the district's ills or

even a better model then what is already in place. A challenge to the

existing system may only reinforce the ramparts of resistence to change.

Rather, the model may best be promoted as a device for enhancing the

present system. If it can be shown to be a tool enabling the district

to continue what is already being done in a better, more efficient

manner, rather than an alternative to the present system, it would be

expected that the model would be greeted more warmly by more elements of

the organization and would have a greater chance for success. This

approach will require additional homework on the part of the

implementor, who must gain a strong grasp of current district

procedures. This will require active involvement in the district at the
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onset of the implementation effort.

Last, if the purpose of the implementation effort is to be mutual

adaptation, where the process accompanying the model evolves to meet

local need, then a "fixer" must be assigned to the effort. This is

Bardach's (Bardech, 1977) term for some person or persons who will guide

the dynamics of the process. Efforts to implement a reform are generally

viewed as potentially beneficial for the organization. It will be an

opportunity to express a wide assortment of pent-up demands. However,

as such, numerous attempts to scuttle or reorient the thrust of the

implementation effort can be expected. If the LPBN is to be

successfully implemented in a school district, someone must assume the

responsibility for guiding and administering the process so that the

course can be maintained when possible, altered when necessary, and

eventually lead to some desirable conclusion.

IV, Conclusion

For the most part PPBS and ZBB have failed as potential budget

reforms for education. Their requirement to specifically delineate

outcomes may have made this failure inevitable. As the LPBN is based on

a methodology designed specifically for education, it appears a much

more likely candidate for success. The large number of implementation

failures emaciated with the ZBB and PPBS experience, however, appear to

be at least equally responsible for their downfall. In fact, their

implementation problems appear to have been sufficient to insure their

dismissal regardless of the soundness of their conceptual underpinnings.

It i4 in this area that _Ne LPBM may have the moat to learn from the

failures of the past.
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